In this paper, we introduce and study the notions of Regular Weakly Compactness and Regular Weakly Connectedness in Topological spaces.
Introduction and Preliminaries
we introduce the notions of regular weakly separated sets. Also we introduce and study the concepts of regular weakly compactness and regular weakly connectedness in topological spaces. Since X is rwcompact, it has a finite sub cover say {G 1 , G 2 ,……G n }. If this subcover contains A c , we discard it. Otherwise leave the subcover as it is. Thus we have obtained a finite subcover of A and so A is rw-compact relative to X. Theorem 3.6 : A closed subset of rwcompact space is rw-compact relative to X. Proof : Let A be a closed subset of a rwcompact space X. Then A is rw-closed. Therefore by Theorem 3.5, every rw-closed subset of a rw-compact space is rw-compact relative to X. Hence A is rw-compact space related to X. 
Regular Weakly Separated sets in Topological
 B = . Also, A  B = rw-cl(A  B) = rw-cl(A)  rw-cl( B). Therefore rw-cl(A) = rw-cl(A)  [rw-cl(A)  rw-cl( B)] = rw-cl(A)  [ A  B] = A   = A. Therefore, rw- cl(A) = A. Similarly
